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Complete analysis of extensions of D(n) 1 
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A b stra c t
W e give th e  full set of S  m atrices for ex tensions of D ( n ) i p e rm u ta tio n  
orbifolds, ex tend ing  our previous w ork to  th e  yet unknow n case of in teger 
sp in  spinor cu rren ts. T he  m ain  too l is tr ia lity  of S O  (8). W e also provide 
fixed po in t reso lu tion  m atrices for sp inor cu rren ts  of D (n ) i p e rm u ta tio n  
orbifolds w ith  n  even and  n o t m ultip le  of four, w here th e  spinor cu rren ts  
have half-in teger spin.
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1 Introduction
In  our previous paper [1] we studied the structu re  of order-two simple currents 
in perm utation  orbifolds in two-dimensional conformal field theories [2]. The 
m ain tool was the BHS S  m atrix  for the perm utation  orbifold [5, 6]. In gen­
eral they can only be generated from diagonal fields th a t correspond to  simple 
currents in the m other theory, while their fixed points can come from b o th  the 
untw isted (diagonal and off-diagonal) and tw isted sector. In the same paper we 
also considered extensions of the perm utation  orbifold and fixed point resolu­
tion.
Simple current extensions are useful tools in conformal field theories and 
string  theory  [9, 11, 12] bu t their m odular transform ation m atrices are often 
quite non-trivial due to  fixed points [15, 16]. In [1] we derived S  m atrices for 
extensions in the case of S U (2)2, B (n )1 and D (n )1 W ZW  models [3, 4]. This 
was completely done for the first two models bu t only partia lly  for the D (n )1. In 
fact, we provided the S  m atrix  for the om nipresent integer spin simple currents 
for any value of n, bu t sometimes additional currents appear in the D (n )1 
model whose fixed points m ust be resolved as well, in order to  use them  as 
extensions. Generically fixed points can arise for integer spin and half-integer 
spin simple currents [10]. We will see th a t th is happens for particu lar ranks of 
D (n )1 where they  m ust be resolved. In this paper we address those additional 
problems, providing a complete picture for the fixed point resolution in D (n )1 
perm utation  orbifold.
Explicitly, there are two interesting situations where fixed points can oc­
cur and th a t we have not studied so far. W hen n  is m ultiple of four, n  =  4p 
w ith p  G Z, there are additional integer-spin simple currents coming from the 
two spinor representations of the D (n )1 W ZW  model. The spinor fields have 
weight h = ^  and their sym m etric and anti-sym m etric representations in the 
D (n) 1 perm utation  orbifold have weight h = j .  Similarly, when n  =  4p +  2, the 
same two spinor currents generate half-integer spin simple currents in the D (n )1 
perm utation  orbifold. A lthough the la tte r cannot be used to  extend the chiral 
algebra, they  can be used in com bination w ith half-integer spin currents of an­
other factor in a tensor product. For example, one m ay tensor the perm utation 
orbifold w ith an Ising model, and consider the product of the half-integer spin 
current of the D (n )1 perm utation  orbifold and the Ising spin field. This is not 
ju st of academic interest. Extended tensor products of rational conformal field 
theories are an im portan t tool in explicit four-dimensional string constructions,
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and in the vast m ajo rity  of cases one encounters fixed points. For this reason the 
fixed point resolution m atrices we determ ine here and in our previous paper [1] 
have a range of applicability far beyond the special cases used here to  determ ine 
them .
From  previous works [13], we know th a t resolving the fixed points is the 
same as finding a set of S J m atrices, one m atrix  for each current J ,  acting on 
the fixed points. The S J m atrices m ust be u n ita ry  and m ust satisfy the m odular 
constrain t (S J )2 =  (S J T J )3, where T J is the  T  m atrix  of the extended theory  
restricted  to  the  fixed points; moreover, for order-tw o currents, the  S J ’s m ust be 
sym m etric. The S  m atrix  of the extended theory  is then  com puted as a Fourier- 
like transform  of the  S J m atrices [13]: it has to  be unitary, m odular invariant 
and should give rise to  non-negative integer fusion coefficients obtained by the 
Verlinde formula [18]. These are non-trivial tests for a good S  m atrix .
There is no known algorithm  for determ ining these m atrices in generic ra­
tional C F T ’s, even if their m atrix  S  is known. In W ZW -based models (W ZW  
extensions and coset C F T ’s) one can make use of foldings of Dynking diagram s
[14] to  com pute the m atrices S J . In [1] we m ade use of the fact th a t the  exten­
sion currents had  spin 1 and led to  identifiable C F T ’s. This m ethod will not 
work here except in the  special case of D (4), where the spinor currents have 
spin 1. In th a t case one can make use of tria lity  of S O (8) to  determ ine the 
missing fixed point resolution m atrices. A lthough tria lity  does not extend to  
larger ranks, it tu rns out th a t in the  o ther cases the fixed point spectrum  is 
sufficiently sim ilar to  allow us to  make a general ansatz.
The plan of the  paper is as follows.
In section 2 we describe the D (4p )1 perm utation  orbifolds extended by the two 
spinor currents and resolve the fixed points. In the special case p  =  1 we use 
tria lity  of S O (8) to  determ ine the set of S J m atrices. From  the case p  =  1 is 
indeed possible to  generalize the result to  a rb itra ry  values of p.
In section 3 we repeat the  procedure for D (4p +  2)1 perm utation  orbifolds. We 
can be fast here since a very few changes are sufficient to  w rite down consistent 
S J m atrices.
We conclude by illustrating  open questions and future directions.
2 D ( 4 p ) 1 perm utation orbifolds
By perm utation  orbifold we m ean the procedure of taking the tensor p roduct of 
a given conformal field theory  ( th a t sometimes we will call the m other theory) 
w ith itself (we restric t ourselves to  two factors in the tensor product, even if 
it is possible to  generalize the  product to  more th an  two factors [7, 8]) and 
m odding out the resulting theory  w ith respect to  the perm utation  sym m etry 
which exchanges the two factors. All the details of the orbifold theory  are 
known from the work of BHS [6]. Once the perm utation  orbifold is given, we 
m ay extend it by any of its integer spin simple currents to  derive new theories. 
The presence of simple current fixed points makes life difficult, because the  new 
extended S  m atrix  is not triv ially  known in term s of the  one of the  m other 
theory, bu t requires the  knowledge of a set of S J m atrices, one for each simple 
current. Here we s ta r t w ith the D (n ) 1 W ZW  model as m other theory  and focus 
on the spinor currents th a t for even rank  n  can have (half-)integer spin. This 
will com plete the  analysis in itia ted  in [1].
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Let us fix our notation . The D (n )i =  S O (N )i, N  =  2n, series has central 
charge c =  y  and four prim ary  fields </>j w ith weight hi =  0 , 5 , y | (i = 
0 ,1 , 2, 3 respectively). The S  m atrix  is given in table 1.
Table 1: S  m atrix  for D (n)  i
S D(n) 1
h = 0
h -  ^  rl 16 
j
h -  rl 16
1
2
HT
2i 
2
HT
2
2
.HT
2
2
2
2
All the four fields of the D (n ) 1 series are simple currents. In the  perm utation  
orbifold, they  give rise to  four integer spin simple currents, nam ely (0 , 0 ), (0 , 1), 
(2 , 0 ) and (2 , 1), and to  four non-necessarily-integer spin simple currents, nam ely 
(1, 0), (1 ,1), (3, 0) and (3,1). For n  m ultiple of four, these la tte r currents have 
also integer spin. In [1] we focused on the former set. Here we w ant to  study  
the la tte r, coming from the spinor representations i =  1, 3 of the D (n ) 1 model.
There are already a few observations th a t we can make. F irst of all, there 
exists an autom orphism  th a t exchanges the fields ^ 1 and ^ 3. This will have the 
consequence th a t the  perm utation  theories extended by the currents (1, 0 ) and 
(3, 0) will be isom orphic1 (the fields having same weights and the two theories 
having equal central charge); this holds as well as for the extensions by (1, 1) 
and (3,1). Secondly, when n  is m ultiple of four, i.e. n  =  4p w ith p  G Z, the S  
m atrix  of the m other D (n )1 theory  is the  same for every p. This will have the 
consequence th a t the  fusion rules of these current in the perm utation  orbifolds 
are the  same for every value of p. P u ttin g  these two observations together, 
we conclude th a t  for n  =  4p there will be only two universal S J m atrices to  
determ ine2 .
Let us illustrate  these points w ith the explicit construction. Consider3 the
1The fields <^ 1 and <^ 3 also have same P-m atrix  entries. In fact, the P  m atrix for n  =  4p is
/  ( - 1 ) p 0 0 0 \
P = 0 0 ( - 1 ) p+ 1 0 
0 0 0 1
We recall th a t the P  matrix, P  =  \/T S T 2S \/T , first introduced in [17], enters the BHS 
formulas [6] for the S  m atrix of the perm utation orbifold in the twisted sector.
2They will in general depend on p through a phase in order to  satisfy modular invariance, 
since the T  matrix depends on p.
3The case n  =  4, th a t we will consider extensively later, is very interesting since it cor­
responds to  SO (8)i where, due to  triality, three out of four fields have equal weight. The 
extensions by the currents (1,-0 ), (2,-0 ) and (3,-0 ) must produce the same result. The ex­
tension by (2 ,0 ) is already known from [1] and from what we said before we also know th a t 
the extensions by (1, 0 ) and (3, 0 ) are equal. Indeed one can check th a t the extension of the 
perm utations orbifold by (1, 0) is
D (4)1 X D (4)1 /Z 2 =  (SU (8)1 X U (1) 128 ) (4,16 ■ x) (2.1)
for odd integer x. Also, the extension by (1, 1) gives a theory which is almost isomorphic 
to  (in the sense of having same weights and same central charge but not dimensions of) the 
tensor product of two D(4)1 ’s.
0 1 0 0
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case w ith a rb itra ry  n  =  4p. The D (n )\  weights are then  h =  0, Ç, Ç and 
the orbit s truc tu re  under the additional integer-spin simple currents (all w ith 
h = j  = p) is as follows.
J  =  (1, 0) Fixed points
(</>o,</>i), h =  I
{4>2, 'fe), h = \
M ,  h = f k
(0 , 1), h =  jg  +  \
(T o ), h = %
(T T ), h = % + ±
J  =  (1,1) Fixed points
(4>o,4>i), h = %
(</>2, <fa), h = \
(2 , 0 ), h = fg +  j
(2 . 1), h = fg  + I  + \  
(TO), h =  t
(3.1), h =  I  +  \
J  =  (3,0) Fixed points
(4>o,<h), h =  §
h =  |  +  i
(TO), fe = Ü
(0 , 1), h = fg + \
(T o ), h =  §
(3.1), h =  I  +  \
L ength-2 orbits
'( 0 , 0 ), (1, 0 )Y  h =  0
(0 , 1), (1, 1) , h =  1
(2 .0), (3, 0)Y  h =  1
(2 .1), (3 ,1 )) , h =  1
Length-2 orbits
[ ( 0 , 0 ), (1, 1)Y  h =  0 
K 0 , 1), (1, 0 )Y  h =  1
f (2,0), (3 ,1)Y h =  1 
((2 ,1 ), (3 ,0 )) , h =  1
L ength-2 orbits
'( 0 , 0 ), (3, 0 )Y  h =  0 
(0 ,1), ( 3 ,1)Y h =  1
(1. 0 ), (2, 0 )Y  h =  1
(1. 1), (2, 1) ) ,  h =  1
J  =  (3,1) Fixed points
(4>o,fa), h =  §
(<h,<h), h =  f +  ± 
(To),
( u ), 
T o -), 
(271),
h — ÜLn  g
h — — —I— —
n  ~  8 ' 2
h — -TL -L  i
16 ^  4
h — IL  I i  I i
16 ^  4 ^  2
Length-2 orbits
( ( 0 , 0 ), (3 ,1)Y  h =  0 
f ( 0 ,1), (3 ,0)Y  h =  1
r n , 0 ), (2 , 1)Y  h =  1 
( ( 1, 1), (2 , 0 ) ) ,  h =  1
Note th a t in going from the fixed points of (1, 0 ) to  (3, 0 ), the  fields ^ 1 and  ^3 
get interchanged: th is provides isom orphic sets of fields in the  extensions.
The fixed points get sp litted  into two fields in the extended perm utation
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orbifold and hence all the  theories above adm it 2 • 6 +  4 =  16 fields. B y changing 
n  =  4p, the  weights of the orbits and the ones of the fixed points m ight change, 
bu t as we said there are a few things th a t rem ain invariant, namely: 1) the  fact 
th a t the extension by the current (1 , 0 ) (resp. (1 , 1)) is isom orphic (up to  field 
reordering) to  the one by (3, 0) (resp. (3 ,1)), as it can be seen by looking at 
the  weights of the extended fields; 2) the  orbit and fixed-point s truc tu re  (i.e. 
the  fusion rules of the  currents w ith any other field in the perm utation  orbifold) 
rem ains the  same for a rb itra ry  p; th is has the  consequence th a t  we will have to  
determ ine only two S J m atrices instead of four.
2.1  S J  m atrices for D ( 4p ) 1 perm u tation  orbifolds
We have already noticed th a t there are in practice only two S J m atrices to  
determ ine for the four above-m entioned integer-spin simple currents. So here 
we derive S J=(1,0) and S J=(1,1); S J=(3,0) and S J=(3,1) are equal to  the  former 
two, after proper field ordering.
It is instructive to  s ta r t w ith the D (4 )1 (p =  1) case. S O (8 )1 is special in the  
sense th a t the  three non-trivial representations, i.e. the vector 8v and the two 
spinors 8S and 8C, have same weight (h =  and same m ultiplicity (d im =  8) 
and can be m apped into each other. This property  of S O (8) is triality.
Let us now work out the  S J m atrices corresponding to  the  two integer­
spin simple currents J  =  (1,0) and J  =  (1 ,1). The extension by (1,0) of the 
p erm utation  orbifold is isomorphic to  an extension of the  tensor product of an 
S U (8) and a U (1) factor as in [1]:
(D (4 )1 X D (4 )1/ Z 2)(1,0) =  (S U (8 )1 X U (1)128)(4,16) , (2.2)
while the extension by (1,1) is isom orphic to  the tensor product D (4 ) 1 x D (4 )1. 
This is exactly w hat happened for the  already known currents (2, 0 ) [1]; in fact, 
due to  tria lity  of S O (8), the  three theories extended by (1, 0 ) (2, 0 ) (3, 0 ) m ust 
be the  same.
2 .1 .1  J  =  (1,0)
We use the m ain form ula of [13]
as done in [1] to  derive the S J m atrix  from the knowledge of the extended m atrix
S  and  the perm utation  orbifold m atrix  S (0,0) =  S BH S . The prefactor in (2.3) 
is a group theoretical factor and the ^ j ’s are the  group characters. O ur field
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convention to  distinguish between the two sp litted  fixed points is:
(^ 0, ^ 1) ——-  (1,4) & (7, 124)
(^2, ^3) ——->■ (1,116) & (3, 124)
T T 1 - (0 , 120) & (0 , 8)
( M )  - -  (6 , 0 ) & (2 , 0 )
T 0 ) - (7, 4) & (1,124)
( M )  - -  (1, 12) & (3,4)
where (s ,u )  denote a field in the extended theory  (s =  s +  8 , u =  u +  128). 
Observe th a t field one and field two correspond to  com plem entary orbits as 
explained in [1]. We ob tain  the m atrix  in table 2 for the (D 4 1 x D 4 1/ Z 2)(10) 
orbifold. We denote it by S ^ 4 for reasons th a t will become clear later.
Table 2: Fixed point Resolution: M atrix
S J = (1,0)D4
^ 1) 
(^ 2, ^3)
T T I
(oTT! 
(1 ° )  
( îT r )
(^ 0, ^ 1) ( & ,& )  (0 , 0 ) (0 , 1) (1, 0 ) (1, 1)
One can check th a t  this m atrix  is un ita ry  (S J (S J )t =  1) and m odular in­
variant ((S J )2 =  (S J T J )3, where T J is the  T  m atrix  restricted  to  the  fixed 
points) and gives non-negative integer fusion coefficients. Moreover, one can see 
th a t un ita rity  and m odular invariance are preserved for p  =  1 m od 4: then  this 
m atrix  can be used also in these situations.
Observe th a t  rescaling the S J m atrix  by a phase does not destroy un ita rity  
bu t it does affect m odular invariance. By a suitable choice of the  phase, it is 
possible to  make a m odular invariant m atrix  out of S ^ 0  valid for all p. The 
correct choice is:
S  (1-0) =  (—i )p-1 • S (1,0)D4 D4 (2.4)
which will use for any value of p. Here m  =  2p is an even integer such th a t 
D 2m =  D 4p. This is again unitary, m odular invariant and gives non-negative 
integer fusion coefficients.
Let us make a final comment. W hat happens when we shift p  — p + 1 ?  Under 
th is shift, the  fixed point weights change differently. In particu lar, for the current
(1,0) the  shifts are h —>■ h + { ^ ,  ^}. The T^1’0) m atrix  then  changes as
y(!.°) g- t P  d iag(—1, —1, i, i, —1, —1) • T^1’0) (the phase in front coming from 
the central charge), while the  S (1,0) takes a phase, S (1,0) —— — iS (1’0). These 
changes are such th a t  m odular invariance is still preserved for every p.
2 2
2 2
2 2 2 2
0
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
4e
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2 .1 .2  J  =  (1,1)
For this current, recall th a t
(D (4)1 x D (4 )1/Z 2)(1,1) ~  D (4)1 x D (4 )1 . (2.5)
The sp litted  fixed points correspond to  fields in the  tensor product theory. We 
choose conventionally the  following scheme, bu t a few other choices are also 
possible.
(^ 0, ^ 1) —— ^0 ^1 & ^1 ^0
(^2 , ^3) —— ^2 ^3 & ^3 ^2
) - — ^0 ^2 & ^2 ^0
(271) - — ^1 ^3 & ^3 ^1
) - — ^0 ^3 & ^3 ^0
(571) - — ^1 ^2 & ^2 ^1
Now our s tra tegy  to  com pute SDJ 4 is as follow. We first go to  the  isomorphic 
tensor product theory  and use
S (mn)(pq) =  S mpS nq — S mqS np (2.6)
as derived in [1] to  com pute the S J m atrix  there and then  we go back to  the 
extended perm utation  orbifold using the field m ap. We ob tain  the  S J m atrix  
as in tab le  3 .
Table 3: Fixed point Resolution: M atrix
S J =(1,1)D4 (^ 0, ^ 1) ( & ,& )  (2,0) (2,1) (3,0) (3,1)
^ 1) 
(^ 2, ^3) 
)
)
)
(371) 0 0
The S J m atrix  obtained in this way for (D (4 ) 1 x D (4 )1/ Z 2)(11) is un ita ry  
and m odular invariant, so it is a good m atrix  for the  extended theory. Moreover, 
th is S J m atrix  is a good (i.e. un ita ry  and m odular invariant) m atrix  also for 
p  =  1 m od 4.
In order to  make this m atrix  m odular invariant for any p, we again m ultiply 
by a phase. The choice is the  same as before:
S  (1-1) =  (—i )p-1 • SD1,1)D4
- ^ ( m - 2 ) c(l,l) 
e S D4 (2.7)
2 2
2
0
02 2
0 02 2 2
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which will use for any value of p. This is again unitary, m odular invariant 
and gives non-negative integer fusion coefficients. Again, the shift n  — n  + 1 6  
changes S (1,1) by a phase and T (1,1) in a more com plicated way, bu t b o th  always 
in a m odular invariant fashion.
One can check formulas (2.4) and (2.7) in m any explicit examples. For 
instance, one can see th a t they  have good properties by looking a t a few values 
of p, bu t also considering tensor products like D (8 )1 x D (12)1 or D (8)1 x D (16)1 
and extending w ith m any current com binations ( J 1, J 2), where J 1 belongs to  the 
first factor and J 2 to  the  second factor. In every example, the  fusion rules give 
non-negative integer coefficients.
3 D(4p  +  2 ) 1 perm utation  orbifolds
So far we have not addressed half-integer spin simple currents. They m ight also 
adm it fixed points th a t m ust be resolved in the extended theory. This happens 
for the D (n ) 1 perm utation  orbifolds w ith n  =  4p +  2. In fact, the  four currents
(1 ,0 )  and (3, 0 ) , w ith 0  =  0,1 , will have weight fe = 2p^ 1 and will adm it fixed 
points. The orbit s truc tu re  is in th is case w ith n  =  4p +  2 very sim ilar to  the 
previous situation  w ith n  =  4p, except for the fact th a t the tw isted fields get 
reshuffled. The fixed point s truc tu re  is as following. Observe th a t  th is is very 
sim ilar to  the s tructu re  for the previous case n  =  4p.
J  =  (1, 0) Fixed points
(</>0,< fe),fe=  f
(1, 0 ), 
( M ),
fe — -n g
n  I i  
8 ^ 2
J  =  (3,0) Fixed points
(4>0,<h), h =  f  
( t u f a ) ,  h = ri  + \
(g o ) ,  h =  §  +  \
(2, 1), h =  f l  +  \  +  \  
( g j ) ,  h =  f  
(3, 1), h =  I  +  \
(3.1)
J  =  (1,1) Fixed points
(4>0,4>i), h =  I
{ 4 > 2 , h  — I1 +  ^ 
g o ) ,  h = f -
(0 , 1), h =  Jg +  \
(T o ), h =  f  
( T î) , h =  f  + 1
J  =  (3,1) Fixed points
(4>o,4>3), h =  f 
( ^ 1, ^ 2), fe =  t  +  5 
(g o ) ,  h = n_
(0 , 1), fe =  y! +  5 
T o ) ,  fe =  f
TT), fe = f + è
Again, the current (1, 0) (resp. (1 , 1)) generates the  same fixed points as 
the  current (3,0) (resp. (3 ,1)), hence we have to  determ ine only two, instead 
of four, S J m atrices, since S (1,^ ) =  S (3,^ ), w ith 0  =  0 ,1 . A ctually the study  
of the previous section helps us a lot, since it is easy to  generate u n ita ry  and 
m odular invariant m atrices out of two m atrices numerically equal to  the  two 
SD4 m atrices of tables 2 and 3 w ith the fields ordered as above. More tricky
h
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is to  check th a t also the fusion coefficients are non-negative integers if these 
currents are used in chiral algebra extensions.
T he more sensible choice is the following. Let us have a closer look a t the 
fixed point s truc tu re  of the  n  =  4p and the n  =  4p +  2 cases. They are very 
similar, bu t not quite. The weights of the fixed points of the current (1, 0) in 
the n  =  4p case have the same expression as the weights of the fixed points of 
the current (1,1) in the n  =  4p + 2  case, and sim ilarly for the (3, 0 ) current. So 
a n a tu ra l guess for the S J m atrices would involve interchanging the m atrices 
in tables 2 and 3 . Equivalently, sym m etric and anti-sym m etric representations 
are interchanged in going from n  =  4p to  n  =  4p +  2. Hence, we would expect
S  (1"°) sD1^  and  S (1’1) S (1,°)D4 This is indeed the case. The un ita ry  and
m odular invariant 4 com binations are in fact?
and
S (1’0) =  e - T T . 1 S(1,1) =d D4 — e c>(M)ÖD4
SCM) =  e- T T . 1 S (1,°) =  e-  d D4 — e q(. 1.0) ÖD4
(3.2)
(3.3)
giving also acceptable fusion rules. Here m  =  2p +  1 is an odd integer such th a t 
D2 =  D4p+2.
T here are a few com m ents th a t we can make here. The first com m ent regards 
the labelling of the  m atrices ju s t given. We observe th a t the m atrix  S (1,0) (resp. 
S (1,1)) contains the same fields as the m atrix  s D T  (resp. S (j i4°)) except for the 
fact th a t the tw isted fields corresponding to  the spinors are interchanged (but 
they  still have the same w eights). We will then  keep the same labels as given in 
the above scheme (3.1) and in table 3 (resp. tab le  2 ).
T he second com m ent regards the periodicity  of the m odular m atrices. O b­
serve th a t in (3.1) a shift n  ^  n + 1 6  (corresponding to  m  ^  m + 8  a n d p  ^  p + 4 ) 
changes all the  weights by integers, bu t the T J m atrices will be invariant. Sim­
ilarly, the S J m atrices are invariant under the  same shift m  ^  m  +  8 . This 
happened already for the  m odular m atrices in the  n  =  4p case and it happens 
here again in the n  =  4p +  2 case. Hence, it seems th a t in com paring phases one 
should consider situations which have the same p  m od 4. O n the o ther hand, 
in going from n  =  4p to  n  =  4p +  2, the S J formulas are similar, bu t there 
is one m ain difference, nam ely S (j_4°) gets interchanged by S ^ ^  and th is is a 
com pletely different m atrix . The same consideration th a t we m ade after (2.4) 
about the  shift p  ^  p  + 1  can be repeated  here.
T he last com m ent regards the fusion coefficients. Note th a t when we check 
the fusion rules, we cannot do it d irectly  from the single D (n )1 perm utation  
orbifolds, exactly  because the spinor currents have half-integer spin. Instead, 
we have to  tensor the  D (n )1 theory  w ith another one which also has half-integer 
spin simple currents (e.g. Ising model or the D (n ) 1 model itself, m aybe w ith 
different values of n) such th a t the tensor product has integer spin simple cur­
rents th a t  can be used for the extension: those integer spin currents will then 
have acceptable fusion coefficients. We have checked th a t th is is indeed the  case 
for tensor products of the perm utation  orbifold C F T 's  w ith the Ising model, and
4Modular invariance reads here: (S J )2 =  ( — 1)pi ■ 1 =  (S JT J )3 for J  =  (1, 0) and (S J )2 =
(—1)p 1 =  ( S J T J )3 for J  =  (1, 1), both with imaginary ( S J )2
5 Note th a t in order to  use these relations one must order the six fields as indicated above, 
without paying attention to the actual labelling of the fixed point fields.
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also in extensions of different perm utation  orbifold C F T 's  tensored w ith each 
o ther (we have also perform ed the la tte r check for n  =  4p, for com binations of 
integer spin currents).
4 C onclusion
In this paper we have com pleted the analysis in itia ted  in [1] of extensions of 
D (n ) 1 perm uta tion  orbifolds by additional integer spin simple currents arising 
when the rank n  is m ultiple of four and by additional half-integer spin simple 
currents arising when the rank n  is even b u t not m ultiple of four. In bo th  
situations fixed points occur th a t m ust be resolved in the extended theory. This 
m eans th a t we have to  provide the S J m atrices corresponding to  those ex tra  
currents J . They will allow us to  ob tain  the full S  m atrix  of the  extended theory  
which satisfies all the  necessary properties.
T he curren ts in question are those corresponding to  the  spinor representa­
tions i =  1 and i =  3 of D (n)  i, bo th  w ith weight h =  In the perm utation  
orbifold they  arise from the sym m etric and the anti-sym m etric representations 
of the  spinors, bo th  w ith weight h =  so they  have integer spin for n  = 4p (p 
is integer) and half-integer spin for n  =  4p +  2. M oreover, they  produce pairwise 
identical extensions of the  perm utation  orbifold, such th a t there are only two 
unknown m atrices to  determ ine: S (1,^ ) =  S (3,^ ) (0  =  0 ,1 ). The solutions were 
given in sections 2 and 3 (boxed formulas). This com pletely solves the  fixed 
point resolution in extension of D (n )1 perm utation  orbifold.
There is still more work to  do. F irs t of all, we do not have any general 
expression yet for the S J m atrix  in term s of the S  (and m aybe P ) m atrix  of the 
m other theory. This should be independent of the particu lar C F T  a n d /o r  the 
particu lar current used to  extend the theory. Secondly, it would be interesting 
to  apply these C F T  results in S tring Theory. Suitable candidates appear to  
be the m inim al models of the  N  =  2 superconform al algebra, which are the 
building blocks of G epner models [19, 20], bu t th is is still work in progress.
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